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Overview - Roadmap for changes in the energy and ancillary 
services markets 

Changes to the energy and ancillary services (EAS) markets are required to facilitate the implementation 
of the capacity market, monitor and mitigate market power in the energy market, respond to the changing 
Alberta generation fleet (i.e., increased variable generation, coal retirements, etc.) and improve market 
efficiency. The timelines for implementation of these changes are still being evaluated, but some of the 
changes have more defined implementation timelines driven by studied system needs. The majority of the 
proposed changes that will be implemented by 2021 or earlier are required for the capacity market. Any 
proposed changes that are required after 2021 have been outlined in subsection 10.8, Roadmap reforms 
in the EAS markets. 

Subsection 10.9, Out of scope reforms in the EAS markets, summarizes design elements related to the 
EAS markets that have been evaluated as part of the capacity market design but that have been taken 
out of scope. While some of these design elements may be linked to a future market or system operation 
trigger or a new business case, these elements are not required for either the implementation of the 
capacity market or the evolution of Alberta’s generation fleet at this time.  

10.1 Overview of the EAS markets 

After an evaluation a number of alternative approaches, many of the elements in the EAS markets were 
determined to continue to work in Alberta. Most alternatives were rejected as having limited value for 
Alberta at this time and are addressed in subsections 10.8 and 10.9. The following aspects of the EAS 
markets continue to be appropriate for Alberta.  

10.1.1(a) Dispatching using the merit order 

Energy market dispatches will continue to be based upon price-volume blocks comprised of offers 
and bids from available pool assets. Stacking competitively priced offers will achieve orderly and 
economic dispatch of available capability by: 

 Enabling dispatch of lower priced resources before utilizing higher priced resources; and 

 Producing prices that reflect cost of production or opportunity cost and, in turn, producing 
efficient price signals for both generators and loads. 

The price signals in the energy and ancillary services markets will serve to provide incentives for 
flexible operational behavior (for dispatch and operational reliability needs), and incent an 
economically efficient level of investment in flexible resources. 

10.1.1(b) Dispatching the ancillary services market as a separate market 

Dispatching the ancillary services and energy markets separately continues to work in Alberta 
because the market clearly identifies separate products and pricing for capacity needed for system 
security. An evaluation on co-optimization of the markets indicated limited value at this time 
(discussed further in subsection 10.9.1(e)).   
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10.1.1(c) Self-commitment 

The current self-commitment model continues to work in Alberta as participants are best able to 
manage their physical asset conditions and needs, and manage the risk and reward associated with 
their dispatch submissions. Additionally, directives due to reliability reasons are rarely issued to 
assets, indicating that security management is not a pressing issue. This means that assets have 
been able to respond to market signals to self-position their assets in the self-commitment model. The 
self-commitment model leaves the risks of operational decisions with the legal owners instead of with 
the AESO on behalf of loads. Additionally, the AESO’s analysis of a centralized commitment model 
(discussed further in subsections 10.9.1(b) and (c)) indicated limited value in moving to a centralized 
commitment model at this time.    

10.1.1(d) Single part offers and bids  

Single part offers can continue in the Alberta energy market as long as any mitigation proposal, 
discussed in subsection 10.7 below, recognizes that the single part offer must be able to include 
costs that would normally be included in a three part bid (i.e., start up, minimum run, cycling and other 
operating costs such as carbon costs). 

10.1.1(e) Pricing methodology 

Changes to the pricing methodology, including pricing at the margin, setting system marginal price, 
and averaging 60 system marginal prices to get pool price are not required to implement the capacity 
market at this time.   

The AESO considered a number of design aspects related to pricing, all which show limited value at 
this time.  For further discussion, see subsections 10.8.2(a), (b) and (c), and 10.8.3(b) below.  

10.2 Obligations in the EAS markets for a generating unit, 
aggregated generating facility, and energy storage facility 

10.2.1 – 10.2.4 Volume obligations 

Summary 

A generation unit, aggregated generating facility, or energy storage facility – regardless of whether or 
not it has a capacity commitment – continues to have a must-offer obligation into the energy market.  

The current Section 306.7 of the ISO rules, Mothball Outage Reporting, will be withdrawn and 
replaced with the temporary delisting provisions applicable to both the capacity and energy markets. 

Rationale 

Pool assets with capacity commitments, by receiving payments for capacity, have taken on 
obligations to offer their assets into the energy or ancillary services markets. This approach is 
consistent with current energy market obligations that all available capacity must be offered into the 
market. 

The existing ISO rules contain must-offer requirements for the maximum capability (MC) of source 
assets (defined as generating units, aggregated generating facilities and imports). The AESO 
proposes to maintain those requirements for a generating units, aggregated generating facilities and 
energy storage facilities with a capacity commitment. In contrast, other market jurisdictions typically 
use the concept of must-offer for the ICAP equivalent of the UCAP that a capacity asset supplies. 
However, the AESO has determined that it would be more efficient from an implementation 
perspective for Alberta to continue the must-offer requirement for the maximum capability of a source 
asset outlined in the existing ISO rules.  

Currently, the existing ISO rules require a generating unit or aggregated generating facility with a 
maximum capability of 5 MW or greater to offer into the energy market. The AESO considers it 
reasonable that this 5 MW threshold for offers continues to be applied and those assets with a MC of 
1 MW or greater and less than 5 MW will have the option to offer into the energy market, as this 
approach aligns with volumes identified in the existing dispatch tolerance requirements. 
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For generating units, aggregated generating facilities and energy storage facilities that do not have a 
capacity commitment, the AESO considers that, in order to ensure system  reliability, the AESO must 
continue to have visibility of the physical capability of these assets to assess supply adequacy in and 
near real time. It was determined that the existing ISO rules would continue whether an asset has a 
capacity commitment or not. All assets must-offer in order to prevent physical withholding and to 
ensure that all capacity is in the merit order, which allows the AESO to properly respond to outages 
and issue directives. 

10.2.5 – 10.2.8 Pricing obligations  

Summary  

No change from status quo pricing obligations – all offers must be between the offer floor ($0) and 
offer cap ($999.99) in the energy market. 

Rationale 

See subsection 10.1.1(a), Dispatching using the merit order, subsection 10.8, Roadmap reforms in 
the EAS markets, and subsection 10.9, Out of scope reforms in the EAS markets below. Any change 
to the offer floor, cap or shortage pricing will be considered as part of the roadmap.   

10.2.9 – 10.2.11 Dispatch obligations 

Summary  

No change from status quo – all units continue to self-commit and be dispatched from the merit order. 

Rationale 

See subsection 10.1.1(a), Dispatching using the merit order, subsection 10.8, Roadmap reforms in 
the EAS markets, and subsection 10.9, Out of scope reforms in the EAS markets below. 

10.2.12 – 10.2.13 Outage scheduling obligation 

Summary 

No change from status quo – a generating unit, aggregated generating facility or energy storage 
facility is required to submit outage information. 

While the AESO may cancel an outage, the AESO will not approve outages. 

Rationale 

The AESO anticipates that the current outage model aligned with a capacity model will continue to 
work appropriately. Given that the CMD proposal does not contemplate exemptions for performance 
measurement due to outage schedule, an examination into changes to the outage model is not 
required.  

The AESO already has existing ISO rules that pertain to outage scheduling of a generating unit, 
aggregated generating facility or energy storage facility. The AESO reviewed the options for outage 
scheduling for a generating unit, aggregated generating facility or energy storage facility and 
proposes to maintain the current outage scheduling requirements regardless of whether the asset has 
a capacity commitment or not.  

The existing ISO rules require outage reporting where generating source asset with a maximum 
capability of 5 MW or greater changes its available capability by 5 MW of more. 

The AESO considers it reasonable that these requirements continue to apply to support the ongoing 
assessment of system adequacy. The AESO uses this outage information in order to assess and 
report Alberta’s supply adequacy for both the short-term and the longer-term (next two years). The 
AESO’s assessment of supply adequacy is required to manage the reliability of the system. 

Supporting reasons for maintaining the current outage submission process includes: 

 An asset has a financial incentive to plan outages to avoid stressed and higher priced times;  
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 An asset with a capacity commitment has a financial incentive to be available during system 
stressed periods in order to avoid performance based payment adjustments; 

 The risks of taking a planned outage during system stressed period should reside with the 
market participant; therefore, comprehensive information is required in order to assess that 
risk by industry and the AESO; 

 The capacity market design does not contemplate a performance exemption for an asset with 
a capacity commitment that takes an outage during a performance assessment period; 

 Stakeholders expressed concerns in comments on SAM 2.0 that the requirement for AESO 
approving outages would pose challenges to the operation of assets and other processes; 
and 

 The AESO will continue to have the ability to issue a directive to cancel a planned outage, 
including a mothball outage, and to direct the starting up of a long lead time asset through 
reliability unit commitment requirements. 

10.3  Obligations in the EAS markets for a load or aggregated load 
asset 

10.3.1 – 10.3.6 Volume obligations 

Summary 

A load or aggregated load with a capacity commitment has a must-offer obligation and must be able 
to be dispatched. A load with a capacity commitment can offer at the offer cap to be dispatched last in 
the event of an energy emergency alert (EEA).  

Rationale 

Based on the overarching principle that an asset with a capacity commitment has obligations to offer 
into the energy or ancillary services market, it is reasonable that a load asset with a capacity 
commitment must also offer into the energy or ancillary services market. This will enable the AESO to 
take these load assets into consideration when assessing supply adequacy. Other market 
jurisdictions take a similar approach.  

Additionally, it is reasonable that the same 5 MW threshold applied to a generating unit with a 
capacity commitment also apply to a load with a capacity commitment. A load or aggregated load 
facility with capacity commitment of 5 MW or greater must-offer into the energy or ancillary services 
markets. Those with capacity commitments 1 MW or greater and less than 5 MW will have the option 
to offer. 

A load asset that does not have a capacity commitment will not have the must-offer requirement, but 
will continue to have the option to offer into the energy or AS market if they are equal to or greater 
than 1 MW, in accordance to the existing ISO rules. 

For load or aggregated load with a capacity commitment, the AESO requires real time telemetry of 
the load consumption level. 

10.3.7 – 10.3.10 Pricing obligations 

Summary 

A load or an aggregated load asset with a capacity commitment must offer its obligation volume 
between the market offer cap ($999.99) and offer floor ($0).  

Rationale 

Offers from a load or an aggregated load asset with a capacity commitment must be incorporated into 
the energy market merit order (unless dispatched to provide ancillary services). As such, volumes 
offered must be associated with a price. 
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10.3.11 – 10.3.16 Dispatch obligations 

Summary 

A load or an aggregated load asset with a capacity commitment must be dispatchable and its 
availability for dispatch must be accurately represented to the AESO in real-time.  

A load or aggregated load that has a capacity commitment that is 5 MW or greater has a must offer 
commitment unless it delists. 

Rationale 

The current mechanisms that apply to generators for indicating availability (i.e., energy restatements 
for an acceptable operational reason) will be applied to a load or an aggregated load asset with a 
capacity commitment. This mechanism will ensure that the operating state and availability of 
dispatchable assets are accurately represented to the AESO in real-time. 

10.3.17 – 10.3.20 Outage scheduling obligations 

Summary 

A load or aggregated load asset with a capacity commitment will be required to submit outage 
information similar to those requirements in Section 306.5 of the ISO rules, Generating Outage 
Reporting and Coordination. 

While the AESO may cancel an outage, the AESO will not approve outages. 

Rationale 

The AESO anticipates that the current outage model aligned with a capacity model will continue to 
work appropriately. Given that the capacity market design does not contemplate exemptions for 
outages, an examination into changes to the outage model is not required.  

The AESO already has existing market rules that pertain to outage scheduling of load and generation. 
The current ISO rules require outage reporting where a generating unit or aggregated generating 
facility with a maximum capability of 5 MW or greater changes its available capability by 5 MW of 
more, and load decrease to its available capability of 40 MW or more. A load or aggregated load 
asset with a capacity commitment greater than 5 MW will be required to follow outage reporting 
requirements similar to the generator outage reporting requirements. 

These additional requirements for a load or aggregated load asset with a capacity commitment are 
necessary to ensure that outage information is sent to the AESO to conduct assessments of short 
and long term supply adequacy, and to ensure that outages that impact the formation of the merit 
order are transparent by processing and publishing the outages in a timely manner. 

10.4  Obligations in the EAS markets for an import asset 

10.4.1 – 10.4.4 Volume obligations 

Summary 

Similar to other assets with capacity commitments, an import asset that has a capacity commitment 
must offer the obligation volume into the energy or ancillary services markets. 

Rationale 

Generators within the province can use their asset pricing strategy to ensure they are dispatched in 
the energy market when it is economic for them. Under the current requirements, an import can only 
offer into the energy market as a price taker and must be scheduled for an entire settlement period at 
minimum. This is not a level playing field given that an asset with a capacity commitment must offer 
its energy into the energy market. Providing the ability for imports to price their energy and dispatch 
intra-hour, similar to generators, levels the playing field between the two types of supply. 

The current ISO rules require imports to offer at $0 which would mean that all import offers are 
in-merit and will be dispatched and scheduled. As a result, it would mean that the obligation volume 
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will always be dispatched and scheduled even when it is uneconomical. Allowing imports to request 
and use priced assets addresses this issue and is aligned will all other energy market assets. 

An import priced asset may offer at a price between the market offer cap ($999.99) and offer floor 
($0), similar to other pool assets, and are only dispatched and scheduled when they are in-merit. In 
order to implement this option, intra-hour scheduling of the intertie will be required. The AESO would 
accommodate the submission of an e-tag by an import pool participant following their receipt of a 
dispatch from the energy market and will approve e-tag submitted intra-hour corresponding to the 
dispatch. However, the import pool participant would be accountable for ensuring that balancing 
authorities and transmission providers along the transmission path into Alberta will approve the e-tag 
at any time during the hour. In addition, the AESO will continue to make available the option for 
import as price taker at $0 and be scheduled at an hourly interval. This option provides flexibility to 
import pool participants to either offer using priced assets or to continue to be price taker at $0. 

10.4.5 – 10.4.8 Pricing obligations 

Summary 

To align obligations in the energy market across all assets with a capacity commitment, imports will 
be given the option to submit priced offers.  

Rationale 

The proposed must-offer requirement for an import with a capacity commitment is challenging to 
implement if an import asset is limited to offer as price-takers in the energy market. Under the current 
price-taker practice, a must offer requirement would effectively require import assets to schedule and 
flow energy at all times and receive the hourly pool price, at whatever value it clears at. Enabling an 
import with a capacity commitment to price its offers levels the playing field by treating imports in a 
similar manner as internal Alberta generators and loads with capacity commitments. This approach 
also supports economically efficient outcomes by enabling an import with a capacity commitment to 
use the offer pricing mechanism to reflect the cost-of-production from the import asset providing 
energy. 

10.4.9 – 10.4.16 Dispatch obligations 

Summary 

ISO rules and dispatch processes will be revised to enable intra-hour dispatch of priced imports in the 
energy market in the same manner as priced offers in the energy market. An import asset is 
responsible for ensuring interchange transaction scheduling approvals from their source to Alberta 
will meet energy market dispatch requirements. 

Rationale 

To accommodate the priced offers for an import asset, new requirements are needed to dispatch 
imports at any time during the hour.  The proposed dispatch protocol will be similar to the current 
dispatch of the energy market with the exception of specific details for scheduling, tagging and 
settlement.  The intra hour scheduling practice will dispatch an intertie offer as part of the energy 
market merit order at any price instead of just $0.  This provides a level playing field for all assets and 
an efficient dispatch protocol resulting in effective prices reflecting market conditions. 

The following scheduling example is based on BC Hydro Intra-hour scheduling business practice for 
worst case scenario which allows 5 minutes for transmission procurement and e-tag. Please note the 
example should be viewed as a worst case; it is preferable for the schedule ramp to start as close as 
possible to the dispatch time. 

Example: 

Pool participant receives a dispatch @ XX:06. 

Pool Participant procures transmission (if required). 

Pool Participant submits (or adjusts) e-tag prior to XX:25 for transaction start at XX:45 and a 
ramp duration of 10 minutes. 
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Assuming the e-tag is approved by required entities, at XX:40 energy ramp starts. 

At XX:50 ramp is completed. 

Ramp starts 34 minutes after dispatch; schedule starts 39 minutes after dispatch. 

If, in the above example, an e-tag can be submitted by XX:10 (4 minutes after dispatch) for a 
XX:30; the ramp will start 19 minutes after dispatch and schedule starts 24 minutes after 
dispatch. 

10.5  Obligations in the EAS markets for an export asset 

10.5.1 Volume obligations 

Summary 

No change from status quo for volume obligations for export assets; however, the option to offer 
using priced assets will be made available to an export asset. 

Rationale 

To maintain a level playing field and fairness across imports and exports, the AESO is proposing to 
apply the same pricing mechanisms to export assets. 

10.5.2 – 10.5.4 Pricing obligations  

Summary 

An export asset will have the option to continue with their current price taker asset or acquire a priced 
asset. 

Rationale 

Enabling the option for exports to price volumes supports a level playing field across different pool 
assets and is symmetrically consistent with the AESO’s proposed approach for import assets. In 
general, this approach also enables efficient pricing by enabling export participants to reflect in their 
offers the cost of production.   

10.5.5 – 10.5.12 Dispatch obligations  

Summary 

A price taker export asset continues to be dispatched using the existing protocols and requirements. 
A priced export asset will be dispatched intra-hour. A priced export asset is responsible for ensuring 
interchange transaction scheduling approvals from their source to Alberta will meet energy market 
dispatch requirements. 

Rationale 

To accommodate the priced offers for an export asset, new requirements are needed to dispatch 
exports at any time during the hour. The following scheduling example is based on BC Hydro Intra-
hour scheduling business practice for worst case scenario which allows 5 minutes for transmission 
procurement and e-tag. Please note this is a worst case scenario; schedules should be implemented 
as soon as possible following a dispatch. 

Example: 

Pool participant receives a dispatch @ XX:06. 

Pool Participant procures transmission (if required). 

Pool Participant submits (or adjusts) e-tag prior to XX:25 for transaction start at XX:45 and a 
ramp duration of 10 minutes. 

Assuming the e-tag is approved by required entities, at XX:40 energy ramp starts. 

At XX:50 ramp is completed. 
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Ramp starts 34 minutes after dispatch; schedule starts 39 minutes after dispatch. 

If, in the above example, an e-tag can be submitted by XX:10 (4 minutes after dispatch) for a XX:30; 
the ramp will start 19 minutes after dispatch and schedule starts 24 minutes after dispatch. 

10.6  Obligations in the EAS markets for a long lead time asset 

Summary 

As a subset of generation that requires more than an hour start time, a long lead time asset (“LLTA”) 
continues to have a must offer requirement. A LTTA continues to have similar obligations to 
generating units with the exception of requirements related to restatements and acceptable 
operational reasons when offline, and dispatches and directives. 

Rationale 

The existing requirements related to dispatching and directing LLTA allow for a balance in allowing 
these assets some flexibility to manage their operations while still providing visibility of the units 
availability to the AESO.  However, in the event of a forecast supply shortfall, the AESO may take 
action to direct a unit. The existing ISO rules related to compensation reflect the market conditions 
and the ability of the LLTA to choose to accept the dispatch or be directed for energy. Compensation 
will also reflect recovery of costs, as well as the forfeiture of capacity market compensation in 
circumstances where the LLTA did not meet its capacity commitment. This balance provides the 
correct incentives for LLTA to be online in anticipation of energy emergency events which usually 
align with higher price hours reflecting market conditions. 

10.7 Monitoring and mitigation of market power in the energy 
market 

10.7.1 – 10.7.5 Market power mitigation framework 

Summary  

 Market power will be assessed on an hourly, ex ante basis after T-2 in advance of the 
delivery hour. The key components of the framework include: 

o A market power screen; 

o A no-look scarcity test; and 

o An asset-specific reference price. 

 Identification of market power: A market power screen based on the residual supplier index 
will be used to test the structural market power of each firm in each hour. 

o A firm will be considered to fail the market power screen if its value of the residual supplier 
index is less than 1.0. 

o Firms may voluntarily submit supply obligations for inclusion in the residual supplier index, 
subject to pre-approval. 

 Identification of scarcity conditions: A no-look scarcity test will be applied on an hourly basis 
to determine if sufficient scarcity is forecast such that mitigation will be waived for all firms 
irrespective of the outcome of the market power screen. 

o Sufficient scarcity will be deemed to occur in hours where the supply cushion is expected 
to be less than 500 MW. 

 Determination of asset-specific reference prices: Firms that fail the market power screen in 
hours where supply is not scarce will have their offer prices limited to an asset-specific 
reference price that is calculated to ensure that the asset’s operating costs are recoverable 
from the energy market under reasonable circumstances. 
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o For a thermal asset, the asset-specific reference price will be set at a three times the 
asset’s marginal cost. 

o For other assets, the asset-specific reference price will be based on the concept of 
opportunity cost. 

o An asset-specific reference price will not be less than $25/MWh. 

 The data necessary to implement the mitigation framework will be collected by the AESO. 

 Ex post monitoring and mitigation is expected to continue. 

Rationale 

In an energy-only market, the energy market provides the signal for both long-term decisions related 
to investment and retirement, and short-term decisions related to consumption and production, 
including those related to the operation of the electricity network, through the pool price. In most 
hours historically, offers in the Alberta electricity market have been made at approximately marginal 
cost. The effect is that accepted offers are paid at least their marginal cost from the energy market, 
with lower marginal cost assets earning more than marginal cost and typically covering all of their 
operating costs. To the extent that a firm expected to be on (or near) the margin and therefore set the 
pool price, it would make an offer to reflect its fulsome marginal cost in order to recover costs related 
to cycling and minimum run, for example, from the market. That is to say, a single part bid equivalent 
of a “cost model” in the energy market must reflect more than standard operating and maintenance 
costs. The pool price may be quite high in some of these hours because of scarcity (i.e., little or no 
available supply in excess of demand), but this is not considered to be an exercise of market power. 

In some other hours historically, offers in the Alberta electricity market have been made at prices 
greater than the associated marginal cost, which has had the effect of raising the pool price well 
above marginal cost in some hours (i.e., exercising unilateral market power by economic withholding). 
In the context of other market features such as a wholesale market price cap that is well below the 
value of lost load, over time, this practice allows firms to earn sufficient revenue in excess of 
operating costs to cover the fixed costs of prudent investment in generation capacity and produce a 
long-run, dynamically efficient outcome for Alberta’s consumers. However, economic withholding 
results in short-run, static inefficiencies in the hours where the pool price is greater than marginal cost 
because there are some consumers who were willing to pay the marginal cost of electricity but were 
not willing to pay the pool price. This static inefficiency has historically been viewed as acceptable to 
the extent that it was necessary in order to achieve dynamic efficiency. 

With the implementation of a capacity market, the purpose of the energy market will evolve. The 
capacity market will work in conjunction with the energy market to provide an efficient collective signal 
for dynamic, long-term decisions in investment and retirement. The energy market, through the pool 
price, must continue to provide the principal signal for short-term decisions related to consumption 
and production, including those related to the operation of the electricity network. In hours where 
available supply in excess of demand is scarce, the pool price may be relatively high. However, since 
the energy market is no longer required to provide sufficient revenue in excess of operating costs to 
cover the fixed costs of prudent investment in generation capacity, economic withholding would 
continue to result in short-run, static inefficiencies that are not necessary to achieving a long-run, 
dynamically efficient outcome for Alberta’s consumers. As a result, the AESO has proposed to put in 
place a framework to mitigate the exercise of market power in the energy market. 

10.7.6 – 10.7.7 Identification of market power 

The purpose of the market power screen is to distinguish the firms that possess market power in a 
given delivery hour from those who do not. The market power screen will use the residual supplier 
index to measure the degree to which output from a firm is required in order for the energy market to 
serve load. In general terms, the residual supplier index for a specific firm expresses system supply 
less the firm’s own supply as a fraction of market demand. The formula is proposed to recognize the 
portion of a firm’s supply dedicated to serving part of the load.  Defined as such, it measures the 
ability and incentive of a firm to exercise control over the pool price, with a lower value implying that 
the firm has greater structural market power. 
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The key issue with using the residual supplier index as a measure of structural market power is the 
determination of the threshold at which it is said to identify market power. Under the proposed 
framework, a firm will be determined to have failed the market power screen for a given delivery hour 
if its residual supply index (when measured after netting off supply obligations) for that hour is less 
than 1. Such firms are said to have structural market power and may be subject to offer or bid price 
mitigation. Firms that do not fail the market power screen are said not to have market power and will 
not be subject to offer or bid price mitigation. 

10.7.8 Treatment of physical supply obligations in the implementation of the market power screen 

Summary 

The proposed definition for the residual supplier index includes a term for the firm’s physical supply 
obligation volume that has the effect of reducing their offer control by the amount of the obligation. 
Firms may voluntarily submit data to the AESO regarding their physical supply obligations for 
inclusion in their calculation of the residual supplier index following approval by the AESO.  

Rationale 

Physical supply obligations have the effect of reducing a firm’s direct exposure to pool price outcomes 
and therefore reduce their incentive to exercise market power to affect the pool price. While financial 
obligations can have the same effect, the AESO is of the view that the inclusion of financial 
obligations could create undue incentives to manipulate the residual supplier index calculations and is 
more difficult to monitor. Therefore, the AESO does not propose to account for these at this time. 

As stated above, the impact of the inclusion of an obligation value would be to raise the value of 
residual supplier index, resulting in an increased likelihood that a firm would pass the market power 
screen, and a reduced likelihood that the firm would be subject to offer price mitigation. 

10.7.9 – 10.7.12 Interpretation and threshold of the residual supplier index 

Summary 

The residual supplier index for firm i in delivery hour t is set out in the proposal document. When the 
residual supplier index for a particular firm is exactly equal to 1, the supply of all other firms plus its 
own physical supply obligations is exactly equal to total demand (including exports and reserves). 

When the residual supplier index is greater than 1, the supply of all other firms plus its own physical 
supply obligations is more than enough supply to meet total demand. However, when the residual 
supplier index for a particular firm is less than 1, some amount of supply from the firm in excess of its 
physical supply obligations is necessary to meet total demand. 

Rationale 

Setting the residual supplier index threshold at 1 (with a calculation that accounts for supply 
obligations) strikes a balance between identifying the subset of firms who can influence the pool price 
by exercising market power, and retaining significant scope for competition in the energy market, 
which includes a strong incentive for firms to sell forward their energy thereby using a market 
mechanism - instead of an administrative mechanism - to control the exercise of market power in the 
first instance. 

This determination is based on the following evidence and arguments, each of which is discussed in 
greater detail below: 

a) A firm is, by definition, pivotal if its residual supplier index is 1 or less; 
b) The mark-ups of price-setting offers are often high when the residual supplier index is less 

than 1 but are rarely high otherwise reflecting the competitiveness of the market; 
c) High pool price hours tend to be identified by the residual supplier index beginning at less 

than 1;  
d) Larger firms fail the market power screen based on the residual supplier index more often 

than smaller firms; and 
e) The residual supplier index formula accounts for net supply obligations and as such creates 

an incentive for forward selling that mitigates the incentive to exercise market power within 
the market itself. 
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a)  A firm is, by definition, pivotal if its residual supplier index is 1 or less 

From its definition, when a firm’s residual supplier index is 1 the supply of all other firms plus the 
firm’s own physical supply obligations is exactly equal to market demand. Thus, the residual 
supplier index being less than or equal to one is a conceptually straight-forward condition for the 
firm to possess structural market power.

1
 

b)  The mark-ups of price-setting offers are often high when the residual supplier index is less than 1 
but are rarely high otherwise reflecting the competitiveness of the market 

The following Figure 1 is a scatter plot of the mark-up
2
 of the price setting offer and the residual 

supplier index of the firm that controls that offer in 2013, if the firm was one of the three largest 
firms in the Alberta market. 

Figure 1 

 

Figure 1 illustrates that, in general, there is an inverse relationship between the mark-up of the 
price-setting offer and the residual supplier index of the firm that controls it. Specifically, at high 
levels of the residual supplier index (e.g., greater than 1.1) the mark-ups of price-setting offers 
tend to be very close to zero with only rare exceptions. As the residual supplier index falls 
toward 1, larger mark-ups begin to be observed. As the residual supplier index declines below 1, 
much larger mark-ups (including some as great as 80 times marginal cost) are occasionally 
observed. 

While a residual supplier index that is less than 1 does not guarantee that the mark-up and pool 
price will be high, offer prices tend to be much closer to marginal cost when the residual supplier 
index is greater than 1. Moreover, there are few hours with very high mark-ups that would pass a 
market power screen based on the residual supplier index. This is consistent with the expectation 
that firms that lack market power will make offers very near to their marginal cost while those with 
market power will seek to exercise it by raising their offer prices above their marginal cost (i.e., 
that the effect of competition is to press mark-ups down and prices toward marginal cost). Market 

                                                           
 

1
  A combination of several firms may have joint market power even under circumstances in which none of them have market power 

on their own. Situations of this type will not be identified by a market power screen based on the residual supplier index. All else 
equal, this factor would suggest using a higher threshold for the residual supplier index. 

2
  The mark-up of a specific offer is defined as: offer price less marginal cost, divided by marginal cost. 
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prices that are high during periods of scarcity do not reflect the exercise of market power but 
rather the fundamental, underlying supply-demand conditions. 

c)  High pool price hours tend to be identified by the residual supplier index beginning at less than 1 

The following Figure 2 is a scatter plot of the same data as above (the mark-up of the price 
setting offer and the residual supplier index of the firm that controls that offer in 2013, if the firm 
was one of the three largest firms in the Alberta market) except that the data is organized into ten 
bins defined by pool price ranges (e.g., $0 to $99.99, $100 to 199.99, and so on). 

Figure 2 

 

Figure 2 illustrates that: 

 High pool prices are more likely when the residual supplier index of the firm that controls 
the price-setting offer is low and there are few high pool prices when it is high; 

 At moderate pool prices, there is a split of hours with residual supplier index values 
greater than 1 and less than 1, though most are less than 1; and 

 At low pool prices, hours are more are likely to have higher values of the residual supplier 
index but many of these hours still have low values of the residual supplier index 
(structural market power is present; some mark-ups exceed ten times marginal cost). 

As above, while a residual supplier index that is less than 1 does not guarantee that the mark-up 
and pool price will be high, offer prices tend to be much closer to marginal cost when the residual 
supplier index is greater than 1. 

These 2013 data are from Alberta’s energy-only electricity market. Some of the high prices reflect 
scarcity conditions and some reflect market power. As discussed above, this was an expected 
outcome of the energy-only market. However, with the implementation of a capacity market and 
capacity payments, the purpose of the energy market will change. The market power mitigation 
framework is intended to balance a focus on identifying the subset of firms who can influence the 
pool price by exercising of market power with minimizing the risk of over-mitigation that causes 
prices to be very low during scarcity conditions.  

d)  Larger firms fail the market power screen based on the residual supplier index more often than 
smaller firms 

The following Figure 3 illustrates residual supplier index duration curves for the five largest firms, 
using data from all hours of the forecast year 2021 that underlie the AESO’s 2017 Long-term 
Outlook. The offer control for existing generation capacity is based on the Market Surveillance 
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Administrator’s 2017 Market Share Offer Control Report
3
, adjusted to unwind the effect of all 

power purchase arrangements. Entering generation capacity, including 1,200 MW of wind 
capacity, is assumed not to be part of any firm’s portfolio. The shaded horizontal band covers the 
range of residual supplier index values from 0.85 to 1. Note that the figure does not include any 
adjustment for the physical supply obligations of each firm. 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 3 indicates the relative importance of supply from the various firms to meeting demand. 
Based on the residual supplier index threshold of 1, the largest firm failed the test in 
approximately 65% of all hours, with the smaller firms failing it much less frequently. The fifth 
largest firm did not fail the test in any hour. At higher levels of the residual supplier index 
threshold than 1 (such as 1.1), the test would be failed by (i) larger firms more often; and (ii) 
additional market participants in at least some hours. 

At lower levels of the residual supplier index than 1, fewer firms would fail the test and those that 
did would fail it less often. For instance, with a residual supplier index threshold of 0.9, only the 
three largest firms would ever fail the test and the largest firm would fail it in approximately 25% 
of hours. 

e)  The residual supplier index formula accounts for net supply obligations and as such creates an 
incentive for forward selling that mitigates the incentive to exercise market power within the 
market itself 

The inclusion of physical supply obligations in the residual supplier index would reduce, perhaps 
substantially, the frequency with which a firm fails the market power screen and potentially the 
number of firms who ever fail the market power screen.   

The following Figure 4 illustrates the impact on the residual supplier index duration curve of the 
larges firm in the market in the forecast year 2021. See the discussion of the duration curves in 
the previous subsection for additional details. Specifically, the no obligation duration curve (solid 
purple) for this firm is exactly the same curve as in the previous figure (also solid purple). The 
figure below illustrates the effect on the residual supplier index duration curve of this firm holding 
various levels of supply obligations. As the firm is expected to have slightly greater than 4,000 
MW of installed capacity, obligation values of 500 MW, 1,000 MW (approximately one-quarter of 
installed capacity), and 2,000 MW (approximately one-half of installed capacity) are considered. 

                                                           
 

3
  https://albertamsa.ca/uploads/pdf/Archive/00000-2017/2017-05-11%20Market%20Share%20Offer%20Control%202017.pdf  

https://albertamsa.ca/uploads/pdf/Archive/00000-2017/2017-05-11%20Market%20Share%20Offer%20Control%202017.pdf
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A number of specific points of interest are indicated in Figure 4, including: 

 With a residual supplier index threshold of 0.9 and no supply obligations, the firm would 
be identified as having market power in approximately 25% of hours (point A); 

 With a residual supplier index threshold of 1 and no supply obligations, the firm would be 
identified as having market power in approximately 65% of hours (point B); 

 With a residual supplier index threshold of 1 and 1,000 MW of supply obligations 
(approximately one-quarter of installed capacity), the firm would be identified as having 
market power in approximately 25% of hours (point C); 

 With a residual supplier index threshold of 1 and 2,000 MW of supply obligations 
(approximately one-half of installed capacity), the firm would be identified as having 
market power in approximately 1% of hours (point D); and 

 With a residual supplier index threshold of 0.9 and 1,000 MW of supply obligations 
(approximately one-half of installed capacity), the firm would be identified as having 
market power in approximately 1% of hours (point E). 

Figure 4 

 

Thus, with a residual supplier index threshold of 1, the largest firm in the market would fail the 
market power screen in 25% of hours if it forward sells one-quarter of its installed capacity and 
only 1% of hours if it forward sells one-half of its installed capacity. This illustrates how dramatic 
the impact can be of the inclusion of supply obligations in the calculation of the residual supplier 
index. The inclusion of supply obligations accounts for some of the incentive to exercise market 
power, which makes it a more useful measure of market power for the mitigation framework. 

10.7.13 – 10.7.14 Identification of scarcity conditions: No-look scarcity test 

Summary 

The pool price must reflect market conditions if the energy market is going to efficiently allocate 
resources. In circumstances when available supply in excess of demand - the supply cushion - is 
highly limited, it is both expected and desired that the pool price reflect this scarcity by being relatively 
high. However, as the supply cushion approaches zero, all firms become pivotal and will fail a market 
power screen based on the residual demand index threshold of 1. This raises the prospect of over-
mitigating offer prices and the preventing the energy market from providing an efficient, market-based 
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price signal during scarcity conditions. Further, the AESO is of the view that scarcity conditions exist 
before the physical supply of electricity is exhausted. 

To prevent the realization of these concerns, the proposed market power mitigation framework 
includes preliminary a no-look scarcity test to identify highly scarce hours in which no mitigation will 
be applied. The key issue with the no-look scarcity test is the determination of the specific metric 
used to distinguish scarce hours. Under the proposed framework, the test will be based on the supply 
cushion, with scarce hours defined by the supply cushion being less than 500 MW. 

Rationale 

The determination that no mitigation will be applied in hours where the supply cushion is less than 
500 MW is based on the following evidence and arguments, each of which are discussed in greater 
detail below: 

a) The size of the largest generation contingency in the market is approximately 500 MW; and 
b) Assessment of pool price-supply cushion outliers in historical market data suggests scarcity 

occurs when the supply cushion is less than 500 MW. 

a)  The size of the largest generation contingency in the market is approximately 500 MW 

A value of 500 MW is approximately equivalent to the most severe single contingency, but is not 
too low such that the energy market would be near emergency conditions when the test identifies 
scarcity conditions. 

b)  Assessment of pool price-supply cushion outliers in historical market data suggests scarcity 
occurs when the supply cushion is less than 500 MW 

The following Figure 5 is a scatter plot of the pool price (in logarithmic form) and supply cushion 
for the period from February 1, 2008 to June 30, 2010.

4
 As a result, these data relate to market 

outcomes from before the publication of the Market Surveillance Administrator’s Offer Behaviour 
Enforcement Guidelines

5
, which occurred in early 2011. Figure 5 illustrates that there is generally 

an inverse relationship between the pool price and supply cushion. 

 

                                                           
 

4
  Market Surveillance Administrator (2012). “Supply cushion methodology and detection of events of interest.” 

https://albertamsa.ca/uploads/Supply_Cushion_Data/Supply_Cushion_and_Outliers_120604.pdf 
5
  https://albertamsa.ca/uploads/pdf/Consultations/Market%20Participant%20Offer%20Behaviour/Decide%20-

%20Step%205/Offer%20Behaviour%20Enforcement%20Guidelines%20011411.pdf 

https://albertamsa.ca/uploads/Supply_Cushion_Data/Supply_Cushion_and_Outliers_120604.pdf
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Figure 5 

 

 

Each observation can be grouped into one of 13 supply cushion bins, each 250 MW wide (e.g., 0 MW 
to 250 MW, 250 MW to 500 MW and so on). For each of these bins, the mean (average) pool price 
and the standard deviation of the pool price was calculated. The mean for each bin is illustrated with 
a red horizontal line. Also illustrated is the mean plus and minus one standard deviation (blue 
horizontal line), the mean plus and minus two standard deviations (the green horizontal line), and the 
mean plus and minus three standard deviations (the orange horizontal line). Given the offer price cap 
of $999.99/MWh and the market price cap of $1,000/MWh, when any of these values exceeds 
$1,000/MWh the horizontal line is illustrated at $1,000/MWh. 

Figure 5 can be used to identify pool price outliers. Specifically, pool prices that are either greater 
than the relevant mean plus three standard deviations or less than the relevant mean minus three 
standard deviations can be viewed as outliers from normal competitive market outcomes. Of 
particular interest is that the mean plus three standard deviations is greater than $1,000/MWh for the 
supply cushion bins 0 MW to 250 MW and 250 MW to 500 MW. As a result, there are no pool price 
outliers when the supply cushion is in this range. 

While future market outcomes when the capacity market is implemented are invariably going to be 
different in nature from past market outcomes, the AESO is of the view that this historical analysis 
supports the conclusion that when the supply cushion is less than 500 MW, supply is sufficiently 
scarce such that it is appropriate to expect the pool price to rise above marginal cost as a market-
based signal of scarcity. As a result, when the supply cushion is in this range, no mitigation of offer 
prices will occur. 

10.7.15 Asset-specific reference prices 

Firms that fail the market power screen in hours where supply is not scarce will have their offer prices 
limited to an asset-specific reference price that is calculated to ensure that the asset’s operating costs 
are recoverable from the energy market under reasonable circumstances. 

10.7.16 – 10.7.17 Determination of asset-specific reference prices for thermal asset 

Summary  

In the context of a market design with single-part offers and no uplift mechanism to recover start-up or 
other similar costs, assets which need to recover such costs may not be able to if they are only paid 
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their marginal cost by the energy market. For thermal assets, the asset-specific reference price for 
asset j in delivery hour t is set out in the in the proposal document.  

Under the proposed market power mitigation framework, the asset-specific reference price for thermal 
assets will be set at a three times the asset’s marginal cost, i.e., 𝛼 = 3. 

Rationale 

The rationale for the above determination is based on the following evidence and arguments, each of 
which is discussed in greater detail below: 

a) Mitigation of offer prices to three times marginal cost allows operating costs to be recovered 
from the energy market; 

b) Mitigation of offer prices to three times short-run marginal cost does not significantly impact 
generator dispatch; and 

c) Mitigation of offer price to three times short-run marginal cost results in revenues below 
gross-CONE. 

a) Mitigation of offer prices to three times marginal cost allows operating costs to be recovered from 
the energy market. 

The rightmost column of Table 1 below provides the ratio of average-to-marginal cost for each 
combination of generator and assumptions. This ratio is highly sensitive to the assumed run-time, 
where the longer the assumed run-time the lower the ratio or average-to-marginal cost. The 
reason for this is that the start-up and shut-down costs are averaged over a larger amount of 
production. 

Table 1
6
 

 

 

                                                           
 

6
  The table was adapted from a Figure 2 in Brattle (2018), “Market power screens and mitigation options for AESO energy and 

ancillary services markets.” https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/4.2-Brattle-Paper-Mitigation.pdf 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/4.2-Brattle-Paper-Mitigation.pdf
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Simple cycle generators typically have the highest average-to-marginal cost ratio. Based on an 
assumed run-time of 30 minutes, ratio is 2.73 and then a reasonable value for 𝛼 would be 3. A 
run-time of 30 minutes was considered appropriate in the analysis conducted by Brattle.

7
 

In particular, Brattle conducted a historic analysis of costs per asset based on operations over the 
period of 2012-2016. The historical analysis concluded that approximately two times short-run 
marginal cost appeared a reasonable threshold to recover historic operating costs based on the 
assumptions in the calculations. In anticipation of increased ramping and cycling of assets in the 
future (as summarized in the net demand variability studies), the proposed threshold of three 
times short-run marginal cost allowed a mitigated market participant to recover historic operating 
costs while accounting for increased cycling costs should the asset be dispatched off and on 
more frequently. Relevant excerpts from the Brattle analysis include: 

The Conduct test threshold needs to consider the relevant costs faced by the supplier. Because 
suppliers to the AESO’s energy market participate with “one-part” offers, market prices need to 
cover a generating resource’s start-up, shutdown, and no-load costs, in addition to its marginal 
operating costs. For example, if a natural gas combined-cycle (CC) plant, once turned on, 
expects to operate only for several hours before having to shut down again, the supplier would 
only be willing to start up the plant if the expected market-clearing prices over the dispatch hours 
would be sufficiently high to cover the costs of starting up the plant and operating it at various 
output levels during this period.

8
 

Table 1 [above] shows that—based on the historic (2012-2016) cost profile and minimum 
operating hours—once a typical CC or a coal plant is turned on, the average per MWh costs of 
both CC and coal plants exceed their marginal operating costs by up to 1.5 times. The ratios of 
average per MWh costs to marginal costs of typical Coal and CT plants also are shown in [the 
Average Cost column] of Table 1.

9
 Since a thermal plant’s commitment cost can vary according 

to the plant’s temperature status at its start time, the longer a plant has been in a shutdown 
condition, the more fuel it needs to burn to bring its plant to an operating temperature 
requirement. To cover a broad range of start-up costs, this analysis includes two levels of start-up 
conditions—one with significantly higher start-up cost (with Cold Start) and another for Coal 
plants with higher heat rate to start than the other (with High Commitment Cost). While a CT 
typically has low start-up costs,

10
 their dispatch period tends to be quite short. Assuming that a 

CT may be started up to serve only 30 minutes of peak load per cycle, a CT’s average cost is 
about 2.7 times its marginal costs. 

Going forward, the average operating costs per cycle may increase relative to the levels shown in 
Table 1. As variable resources are added to the AESO system, the thermal units would likely be 
committed less and cycle more. This would increase the ratios of average costs to marginal 
costs.

11
 In addition, since we do not have the actual commitment costs for certain plants in 

Alberta, we recognize that actual amount of start-up, shut-down, and no-load costs for plants may 
deviate from these estimates. For example, if a CC has a much higher start-up cost than shown 

                                                           
 

7
  Ibid. 

8
  In jurisdictions where supplier offers are multi-parts, the supplier submits separate information about unit characteristics—such as 

start-up costs, no-load costs, minimum runtime, and minimum down time—and allows the system-operator’s unit-commitment 
process to optimize and compensate these costs across competing resources. 

9
  The current calculations use generic CC and coal plant characteristics data from the AESO database and public sources. The 

coal plant with “High Commitment Costs” is based on the characteristics of the AESO coal unit with the highest start-up cost and 
no load cost with the heat rate of 15,137 kilojoules/kWh. The AESO database does not have a fixed start-up cost for a CC and 
coal unit. We therefore assume the cost for typical hot starts for CC and coal units to be CAD$49/MW/Cycle and 
CAD$81/MW/Cycle. The cost is based on converting the median costs of US$39/MW and US$65, obtained from Power Plant 
Cycling Costs, NREL (2012), to the Canadian dollars using the exchange rate of US$1=CAD$1.26. The NREL data are based on 
the lower bound of estimates. See Appendix B for more details. 

10
  We assume that a typical CT’s cold start-up cost is CAD$18/MW/Cycle. See Appendix B [of Brattle’s report] for the sources and 
calculations. 

11
  For example, if we assume that the CC unit would only run at its full output for only 6 hours instead of 9 hours, the ratio of the CC 
with Cold Start would increase closer to 2. Similarly, if we assume that the coal unit would be used for cycling more than providing 
energy, the ratio of its average cost to marginal cost could increase significantly. 
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in Table 1, the resulting ratio of the average operating cost per cycle could be higher as well.
12

 
Given the results in Table 1 and these additional considerations, setting the Conduct test’s 
safe-harbor threshold at 300 per cent above resources’ marginal costs would appear to be 
reasonable. If costs change, the AESO can re-evaluate these comparisons and reassess the 
range of the tolerance thresholds. [emphasis added] 

[Footnote in original; references omitted.] 

b)  Mitigation of offer prices to three times short-run marginal cost does not significantly impact 
generator dispatch 

Table 2 reports Brattle’s analysis of various market power mitigation rules on hypothetical implied 
capacity factors using historical data for the period 2013 to 2016 for two types of generation 
technologies. The implied capacity factor is determined by dividing the number of hours in which 
a generator’s marginal cost is less than or equal to the mitigated pool price by the total number of 
hours in the year. The right-most column in each table is the unmitigated capacity factor where 
there is no additional offer price mitigation. 

Table 2
13

 

 

 

The results show how market power mitigation rules can impact the dispatch of generation 
assets. A mitigation rule based on restricting offer prices of firms with market power to be no 
greater than three times the short-run marginal cost has very little impact on implied capacity 
factors. However, stricter mitigation rules can have a significant impact on a generator’s implied 
capacity factor under some circumstances. For instance, Brattle’s analysis showed that a 
mitigation rule based on restricting the offer prices of a high short-run marginal cost generator to 
be no greater than two times the short-run marginal cost in a year like 2013 would lower its 
implied capacity factor from 35% to 22%. This type of impact is an undesirable feature of a 
market power mitigation framework, which Brattle’s analysis shows is largely avoided when the 

                                                           
 

12
  The start-up cost data we obtained from NREL (2012) are also based on the lower bound cost estimates. 

13
  Source: Brattle, “Bid mitigation options.” November 3, 2017. Available online at: https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/3-WG10-
Bid-mitigation-options-11-03-2017.pdf  

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/3-WG10-Bid-mitigation-options-11-03-2017.pdf
https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/3-WG10-Bid-mitigation-options-11-03-2017.pdf
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market power mitigation rule restricts offer prices of firms with market power to be no greater than 
three times the short-run marginal cost. 

c)  Mitigation of offer prices to three times marginal cost results in revenues below gross-CONE 

Table 3 below reports Brattle’s generator revenue impact analysis associated with various market 
power mitigation rules. The assessment considers the net energy revenue and net-CONE using 
historical data for the period 2013 to 2016 for two types of generation technologies. 

Based on this analysis, Brattle noted that mitigation rules that limit offer prices to either two or 
three times the short-run marginal cost of generation results in expected energy market margins 
are below gross-CONE and can incentivize generation investment in conjunction with revenue 
from the other markets (capacity and ancillary services), while stricter mitigation can result in very 
tight margins under some circumstances. 

Taken together with the other evidence, the AESO considers that mitigation based on restricting 
offer prices of firms with market power to be no greater than three times the short-run marginal 
cost are appropriate in the context of a market design with single-part offers and no uplift 
mechanism to recover start-up or other similar costs. 

Table 3
14

 

 

 

10.7.18 – 10.7.20 Determination of asset-specific reference prices for other assets, including 
imports and non-thermal, energy-limited assets 

Summary  

For other assets, including import or a non-thermal, energy-limited asset, the asset-specific reference 
price will be set based on a formula that captures the concept of opportunity cost. 

Rationale 

The AESO proposes a formulaic approach to the calculation of opportunity cost because it is (i) 
objective, (ii) transparent, (iii) forecastable, (iv) calculable by parties outside of the AESO, and (v) 
does not require the submission and verification of substantial amounts of information and modelling 
results. 

For an import asset, the opportunity cost of selling energy into the Alberta market is the value that 
they could obtain from selling that energy into another market, either contemporaneously or in the 
future. The value of energy in a neighbouring market is a reasonable proxy for this opportunity cost. 

                                                           
 

14
  Source: Brattle, “Assessment of bid mitigation options.” November 21, 2017. Available online at: 
https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Vote-screens-mitigation-shortage-11-22-2017.pdf  

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Vote-screens-mitigation-shortage-11-22-2017.pdf
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The AESO proposes that the day-ahead, on-peak price of energy in the Mid-Columbia market provide 
a reasonable basis on which to make this calculation. A margin is added to this external price to 
obtain the asset-specific reference price in recognition that market conditions can change 
substantially from day-to-day and Alberta must ensure that importers are paid sufficiently much that 
they will schedule trade to Alberta when market conditions in Alberta are relatively tight. 

For non-thermal, energy-limited assets located in Alberta (including hydro and storage), the decision 
to produce energy in one period implies that the ability to produce output in future periods is reduced. 
For these types of assets, the value of foregone opportunities to use their limited energy in the future 
is the opportunity cost of current production. This is the relevant measure of short-run marginal cost 
for such an asset. For this type of asset, using its limited ability to produce energy in the current 
period may not only require foregoing the opportunity to produce energy in the future, it may also 
result in the opportunity to produce ancillary services in a sequence of periods being foregone. Since 
there is significant uncertainty about future energy and ancillary services prices, and uncertainty 
about whether ancillary services are going to be used, the opportunity cost of energy-limited assets 
may be as high as the energy market price cap in some hours. 

Given the inability to forecast which hours these will be, the market power mitigation framework will 
not impose specific offer price mitigation on offers made by non-thermal, energy-limited facilities 
provided that offers from those facilities were made into the each of the markets for ancillary services. 
If no offers for all available capacity from those assets were made into each of the ancillary services 
markets, then the relevant offer prices will be subject to mitigation as though they were made by 
imports. 

Given the inability to forecast which hours these will be, for non-thermal, energy-limited assets, there 
will be no offer price mitigation (in effect, the asset-specific reference price will be the energy market 
offer price cap) provided that offers for the maximum capability of these assets were made into the 
each of the markets for ancillary services. The link between the energy and ancillary services markets 
here is that if the energy limit is near binding, the high opportunity cost may come in significant part 
from the value of providing ancillary services and the potential inability to provide some of these 
services if the energy is immediately used. Thus, if an energy-limited asset is going to effectively have 
its asset-specific reference price set at the energy market offer price cap, then it will be expected to 
have at least made offers to provide ancillary services.  Said another way, the higher energy price is 
used to limit flow of water, which could similarly be achieves by an offer into the ancillary services 
market, meaning the water will only flow if required for system emergency.   

If no such offers are made, the argument that an element of opportunity cost is related to the ability to 
provide ancillary services is less convincing. As such, if such ancillary services offers are not made, 
then the relevant assets will be assigned asset-specific reference prices based on the rolling average 
pool price as set out in the proposal document. 

10.7.21 Exception request for an asset-specific reference price 

Asset-specific reference prices will be calculated in a manner to ensure that an asset’s operating 
costs are recoverable from the energy market under reasonable circumstances. As discussed above, 
these prices will be calculated formulaically by the AESO. Firms will be able to make an asset-specific 
request for an exemption from the asset-specific reference price should they consider that they would 
not be able to recover their asset’s operating costs from the energy market under reasonable 
circumstances.  The AESO will approve or reject the request, based on the evidence provided. 

10.7.22 No resource’s reference price will ever be less than $25/MWh 

Summary 

A minimum asset-specific reference price of $25/MWh will apply to all generation offers, irrespective 
of their type or other characteristics. 
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Rationale 

There are two reasons to set a minimum asset-specific reference price at this level: 

(a) To avoid rare circumstances where the formula-derived reference price could be set 
extremely low, perhaps even negative; e.g., natural gas prices could be negative on a given 
day; and 

(b) Based on the cost characteristics of assets in that exist in the Alberta market, offers at this 
price are extremely unlikely to reflect the exercise of market power. 

10.7.23 – 10.7.24 Market power screen and mitigation applies irrespective of whether an asset has 
a capacity commitment  

Market power mitigation in the energy market will occur based on the conditions in that market and is 
not dependent upon the outcomes of the capacity market, specifically which assets (and to what 
extent) have a capacity commitment. 

10.7.25 Ex ante monitoring and mitigation is expected to continue 

The existence of mitigation, whether it affects offer prices in a given delivery hour or not, does not 
remove the role of ex post monitoring. Further, since the mitigation scheme is intended to be part of a 
competitive energy market that allocates resources efficiently, conduct whose purpose is to evade the 
mitigation scheme would not be consistent with supporting a fair, efficient and openly competitive 
electricity market. 

10.8  Roadmap Reforms in the EAS Markets 

This subsection provides an overview of items in the EAS roadmap that may be triggered by events or 
changes in the market.  This roadmap has been developed to provide greater certainty to investors (both 
incumbents and new) of pending market changes that are being considered so that assessments can be 
made prior to the 2019 auction. 

10.8.2 Pricing 

The following pricing designs have been assessed to have limited value or need at this time; 
therefore, the current pricing methodology will continue in the energy market.   

10.8.2(a) Offer cap Above $999.99  

The current offer cap is effectively non-binding and will increasingly not be an issue with the 
introduction of the capacity market. While the majority of revenues will be expected to remain in the 
EAS markets, the offer cap consultation is not a priority at this time. 

The price cap does not appear to be limiting especially given pending changes to market power 
mitigation; however, a pricing signal may be of value to clear surpluses in the energy market. The cap 
and floor need to be wide enough to allow scarcity pricing to occur and will be further examined if the 
cap or floor is limiting. 

10.8.2(b) Negative pricing 

The AESO currently employs an administrative mechanism to address supply surplus. Upon reaching 
$0/MWh in the energy market merit order, the AESO first curtails import assets, then $0 flexible 
blocks, including renewables, then $0 non-flexible blocks, and finally curtailing generation offline. 
Negative pricing is widely considered an improved alternative to manage congestion and over-
generation that improves market efficiency and liquidity, particularly with increasing variable energy 
production. However, other jurisdictions may be encountering issues with negative pricing, where 
subsidized resource offers may be capable of offering even below inflexible generation. As noted in 
various forms by PJM and the US Department of Energy in 2017, as well as the creation of asset-
specific offer floors by the IESO, there may be potential concerns on the impact of subsidies distorting 
market outcomes and eroding revenue streams. 
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Further considerations and risks for implementing negative pricing: 

 Setting the price floor: A negative price floor may simply move the high level of equal price 
offers to a new floor thus moving the supply surplus issue to a new price. The price floor must 
be set low enough to promote additional depth in the merit order.  

 Products indexed to pool price: Active operating reserves are indexed to pool price and 
currently cannot go below $0/MWh. However, the real power provided for a product (e.g. 
regulating reserve) during negative pricing would incur a cost to the provider. Requires 
consideration on whether they are isolated from the effect.  

 Importers: If importers continue to submit $0 offers and are not eligible to set pool price, there 
may be an issue with negative pricing.  

 System changes: Scope of changes to the energy trading system, dispatch tool and 
settlement processes to be assessed. 

 Impact on transmission constraint management (TCM): TCM may require adjustments to 
accommodate negative pricing; further assessment required. 

 Dispatch: Any issues related to administratively clearly the energy by dispatch at the price 
floor.  

The supply surplus events are currently cleared administratively and few issues have resulted. The 
introduction of negative pricing may introduce challenges that will need to be reviewed. However, the 
AESO does not consider negative pricing to be a priority at this time. 

As the frequency and impact of supply surplus increases, negative pricing may assist in addressing 
supply surplus. This enables a market-based approach to address surplus rather than the current 
administrative curtailment mechanism. However, given the additional risks identified in a negative 
pricing model and taking into consideration the increase of renewables on the system with competing 
pricing incentives, the negative pricing model will be evaluated when dispatch related to clearing 
MWs during supply surplus events at $0  become an issue or inefficient. 

10.8.2(c) Administrative shortage pricing  

Administrative shortage pricing provides a mechanism for increasing EAS market prices above 
offered prices during times of supply shortage — typically measured by the release or depletion of 
operating reserves. The purpose of administrative shortage pricing is to enhance market price signals 
for response to these events, and to provide an enhanced investment signal for quick-start and fast-
ramping assets (such as peakers and demand response), which are designed to avoid loss of load 
while capacity is tight in the energy market. Administrative shortage pricing has been adopted by 
many independent system operators with centralized wholesale markets. For clarity, administrative 
shortage pricing is separate from scarcity pricing which can occur within the market when offer prices 
are higher than resources’ actual short-term marginal costs. Considerations in the design of 
administrative shortage pricing include: 

 There may be little or no regulatory tolerance for energy and ancillary services prices above 
$1,000/MWh. Price tolerances like this are not uncommon in other jurisdictions. 

 Shortage pricing will be activated infrequently (0–50 hours per year, depending on planning 
and operating reserve levels). 

 The magnitude and frequency of shortage pricing (when it is triggered and what price it is 
triggered to) is dependent on market design objectives across all three markets (energy, 
ancillary services, and capacity). 

 Capturing an effective price signal for flexible investment and operational behavior will be 
accomplished through mechanisms in all three markets (energy, ancillary services and 
capacity). 

 Shortage pricing levels and maximum price levels ($/MWh). 
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 The entire price signal (from all markets, not just energy and ancillary services) in the worst 
shortage conditions when involuntary load-shedding occurs should theoretically reflect cost of 
that load-shedding (i.e., value of lost load). 

Supply shortfall events are also managed administratively and with few issues arising. Further, it is 
anticipated that with the introduction of a capacity market, the frequency of shortage events will be 
lessened. However, this concept may be further reviewed as required to incent price responsive 
behavior near shortages but is not a priority at this time.  

Depending on the type, and level of offer mitigation, and the degree of in-market scarcity pricing 
resultant from mitigation, additional administrative shortage pricing may need to be considered to 
enable an effective price signal. The AESO understands the value associated with shortage pricing 
but has determined that it will be examined if the market pricing during scarcity become inefficient. 

10.8.3 Dispatch and flexibility 

The net demand variability (NDV) is expected to increase materially by 2030 due to the expected 
increases in variable renewable energy. The NDV analysis indicated that this change may be 
manageable with current requirements, assuming there is no change to average ramp behaviour. 

The forecast fleet does have the capability to meet forecasted flexibility needs, but changes to the 
dispatch tolerance requirements may be required to ensure dispatch certainty.  

The following Figure 6 shows materially higher variability swings when comparing 2015 to 2030. As 
shown, there are more events of high NDV, with increasingly larger ramps - both time and rates. The 
occurrence of these increased ramp events are dependent on the timing for increased variable 
resource additions without the ability of the system to manage these variations through greater 
dispatch certainty or associated products. 

Figure 6 

 

Consultation on dispatch certainty is expected to continue in 2018. If dispatch certainty is resolved, 
the issues related to the ability to tolerate more variability may be delayed. 

10.8.3(a) Dispatch certainty – dispatch tolerance and ramping 

The current dispatch tolerance requirements create uncertainty for the AESO to operationally manage 
the grid. The AESO must rely on historical ramp behaviour and knowledge of the assets when 
dispatching. Under the current requirements, pool participants have a fairly wide range of dispatch 
tolerance to use at their discretion when meeting dispatch instructions. The dispatch tolerance 
requirements provide the following ranges: 

 Ramp rate: +/- 40% of submitted ramp rate; 

 Time to respond: 0 to 10 minutes; and 

 Dispatched Target MW: +/- 10 MW for assets with maximum capability (MC) greater than 200 
MW, and +/- 5 MW for assets that have an MC less than or equal to 200 MW. 
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In the following Figure 7, the green area depicts the dispatch tolerance window, and the area of 
dispatch uncertainty the AESO must manage when dispatching.  

Figure 7 

 

 

The next Figure 8 illustrates the historical ramping-up movements and delay times for a sample asset 
from July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2017. These ramping events only apply to dispatch directives with a 
dispatch delta close to 50 MW. 

The gray shaded area shows the dispatch tolerance available to the unit, assuming a 50 MW 
dispatch. Historical data shows that most of the time, the asset ramped up to the required level in less 
than 10 minutes. There were some exceptions in which the unit deviated from its normal behaviour. 
Delay time was 5 minutes or less during 95 percent of the ramping-up events. 

Figure 8 

 

 

The above Figure 8 illustrates the large area of uncertainty the current dispatch tolerance 
requirements create for the AESO to manage. This added operational complexity has the potential to 
become quite significant considering future forecasted high NDV. The AESO does recognize that all 
assets have different characteristics in terms of ramp response and operational requirements, and 
considers that improved certainty of how each asset will respond to dispatches can support efficiency 
in dispatching for system requirements. Analysis has also shown that, in some cases, there is a 
difference in submitted versus historical average ramp rates, which highlights the importance of 
defining requirements that allow the AESO to verify that actual ramp rates remain close to the ramp 
rates declared by pool participants. 
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Options that may be considered to improve dispatch certainty and subject to further consultation 
include: 

 Ramp by block: this would allow participants to submit a different ramp rate for each block in 
their energy market offer to more accurately reflect the assets capability at each MW level; 
and 

 Distribution based tolerance rule: ramp rates would be determined based on the relevant 
operating state of the asset (i.e., from cold, from MSG, from hot). Tolerances could be 
established at each state, providing a more clear association between operating state and the 
associated ramp characteristics of that state. 

Improving dispatch certainty is both a current proposal and a roadmap item that may be implemented 
earlier than the other items on the roadmap. Dispatch tools to better analyze ramp expectations are 
being explored further as roadmap items; these tools would provide the AESO with enhanced ability 
to assess and anticipate ramp expectations. 

Ancillary services products are being explored as an option, but from the AESO’s preliminary 
assessment, may not be required at this time. One ancillary services option being explored is a ramp 
product, as described in next subsection. 

10.8.3(b) Ramping product 

The AESO currently uses regulating reserve (RR) to manage the moment to moment imbalances in 
supply and demand, and additional volume of regulating reserve is procured during superpeak hours 
to manage ramp requirements during predetermined superpeak periods. A ramp product is under 
consideration; however the need for creating a separate ramp product to manage increased flexibility 
requires further exploration. The design of the ramp product, procurement options, and use of a ramp 
product, in comparison to other mechanism to manage flexibility, requires further analysis that may be 
considered upon the occurrence of a set of predetermined conditions, or trigger event such as 
reliability or operational issues created by the lack of flexibility.  The AESO considers it a priority to 
ensure that the overall system is flexible enough to manage variability instead of trying to carve off a 
ramp product that exclusively manages the magnitude of the ramp.  The ramp product will be 
considered as part of upcoming consultations. 

10.8.3(c) Shorter settlement 

The AESO has explored the concept of shortening the settlement interval from a pool price calculated 
as an hourly average of 60 system marginal prices to a 15 minute calculation. The AESO has 
performed preliminary analysis using historical data that compared unit revenue from a 60 minute 
settlement model to a 15 minute settlement model.

15
  This analysis found that shortening the 

settlement interval to 15 minutes would provide a financial incentive to: 

 Respond faster to dispatch instructions; 

 Reduce load in response to high pool prices; and 

 Change overall revenues for different asset types (i.e., change the investment price 
signal). 

In general, shortening the settlement interval to 15 minutes will improve price fidelity as the settlement 
price will be closer to the value of the energy at the time when it is needed and may provide financial 
incentives for market participants to respond more quickly to dispatches. 

Any continued analysis related to shorter settlement would include an examination of the forward 
looking impact of shorter settlement with increasing variability to assess value.  Examination of the 
shorter settlement will continue and be assessed as part of the roadmap. 

                                                           
 

15
  https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Effect-of-Shortened-Settlement-Intervals-on-Unit-Revenue-2017-10-25.pdf  

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Effect-of-Shortened-Settlement-Intervals-on-Unit-Revenue-2017-10-25.pdf
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10.9 Out of scope reforms in the EAS markets 

The AESO has determined that the following design changes will not be included as part of the capacity 
market design or market roadmap, although they may be considered as part of a separate evaluation at 
another time as the need arises. 

10.9.1(a) Locational marginal pricing  

With the current policy related to unconstrained and recent system build out, pricing on the 
transmission grid is not required at this time. 

10.9.1(b) Security constrained unit commitment  

The current self-commitment model continues to work in Alberta, given that directives issued for 
reliability reasons are rare.  This means that assets have been able to respond to market signals to 
self-position their assets in the self-commitment model. Additionally, as shown below, the centralized 
commitment model yields similar results as the self-commitment model in terms of efficiency. Given 
that the centralized commitment model, in comparison to the self-commitment model, costs more to 
consumers for the same energy delivery by shifting the risk from generators to loads (through uplift 
payments), it was determined that the self-commitment model should continue in Alberta. An asset 
owner is in the best position to manage its commitment decisions. Accordingly, there is no need or 
value to shift away from the self-commitment model.  

Self-commitment is supported by the following incentives and requirements: 

 All resources have the proper market incentives to position their assets to deliver energy and 
manage their own operational cost. 

 Capacity resources have additional financial incentive to be available during system stressed 
periods in order to avoid performance payment adjustments and earn market-based 
revenues.  

 The AESO publishes the short-term adequacy (STA) assessment report to provide a signal to 
market on supply tightness.  

 Directives have not been required for reliability reasons; however, if required, the AESO may 
direct long lead time assets to start up to provide energy. If required, the AESO may direct 
resources to start up, and to provide energy for reliability reasons through reliability unit 
commitment rules. The metrics for system controller intervention will be reviewed to ensure 
they do not interfere with the incentives required to self-commit. 

 The AESO net demand variability (NDV) study indicated increased cycling of large 
commitment units (300 MW, and larger) from current level of about 5 on/off starts per unit in 
2017 to about 50 on/off starts per unit in 2020/2022, and to about 90 on/off starts per unit in 
2030 under the current market model. However, all scenarios tested show sufficient flexibility 
provided by assets assumed to be part of the overall system fleet in order to manage this 
flexibility within current market requirements.  Additional rule changes are under 
consideration to provide incentives and value for flexibility – which in concert with current 
requirements will improve the ability of the self-commitment model to continue even with 
future variability changes on the grid.    

 The AESO commitment modelling study indicated potential but limited efficiency gains from 
switching to a centralized commitment model. This study showed that assets with a forward 
view of the market will self-position their assets to respond to expected changes. The 
modelling showed a reduction in unit starts in the centralized commitment model compared to 
the self-commitment model.   

 Analysis results showed that production cost in the self-commitment model was higher than 
the centralized commitment model by approximately 6% higher in later years (mid 2020s). 
See Figure 9 below. 
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Figure 9 

 

 Further analysis of the 2025 period indicated that the estimated increase in production costs 
in the self-commitment model was related to lower efficient units, such as converted coal to 
gas units, staying online because of higher start costs and unit operational characteristics. 
These units displaced more efficient units, resulting in higher fuel, emission, and start-up 
costs. As such, the self-commitment model has higher costs related to lower efficiency 
commitment units producing more energy. However, these costs remained with the generator 
owner based on their decisions and were not assigned to loads through uplift in a centralized 
model. Figure 10 below shows the input cost per units modelled to be online in 2025 and their 
contribution to overall production costs.  

Figure 10 

 

 
 

 The modelling illustrates that the self-commitment model can continue to support reliability 
objectives as participants will manage their assets to stay online, even during variability. 
Additionally, the AESO will continue to have the ability to direct units for reliability unit 
commitment, and long lead time assets as required. Further analysis may be required to 
ensure the compensation rules provide the right incentives for accepting dispatches when 
they occur. The AESO will continue to monitor the impact of NDV on the fleet and continue to 
assess whether the requirements are sufficient in the longer term.  

Moving to a centralized commitment model will require a more complicated bid offer structure (i.e., a 
three part bid model that requires prices for startup, minimum run and no load in addition to energy 
price and ramp rates). This is a fundamental change to the energy market systems. Further, the 
centralized commitment model shifts some of the risk from generators to loads because the 
commitment model is designed to cover costs as submitted (i.e., keep whole payments if revenues 
are insufficient from the energy market). 
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Centralized unit commitment may be considered in the future if reliability issues develop from 
increased frequency of supply surplus events or as part of an integrated solution like time ahead 
market. A self-commitment model maintains the risk with generators and provides incentive for 
flexible resources.  

10.9.1(c) Security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) 

Alternatives related to uplift during ramp and optimization through Security Constrained Economic 
Dispatch (SCED) were considered, but rejected at this time. 

The current dispatch requirements continue to be appropriate; however, further options may be 
considered to address incentives and value for provision of asset flexibility needed to manage 
increased variability. 

SCED was evaluated, given that it is intended to provide a price for energy separate from ramp, 
which then provides additional incentives and value for ramp capability from assets across the 
system. The signals for flexibility rely on a combination of rules that ensure the assets follow dispatch. 

10.9.1(d) Dynamic intertie scheduling 

Moving to a priced intertie model with real-time scheduling addresses the issues in the market today 
without excessive system changes. A dynamic model is complex and not a priority at this time.    

10.9.1(e) Co-optimization of EAS 

Co-optimization of the EAS markets on its own generates some production savings (based on further 
study results). However, the savings are likely not sufficient to warrant the required system changes, 
but would be reviewed if SCED was considered in the future. The AESO’s analysis showed marginal 
benefits from co-optimization (which are likely less than the implementation costs), including: 

 The AESO uses sequential selection where ancillary services offers are selected first to meet the 
reserve requirement and then remaining MWs are selected from the energy market to meet 
demand. A single clearing price in the energy market results, with offers priced from $0 to 999.99 
and ancillary services offers priced from $-999.99/MWh to the bid are used to calculate an AS 
clearing price. Due to the nature of the clearing price mechanism, the gains from co-optimization 
are limited based on the comparison between sequential selection and co-optimization for energy 
and ancillary service markets.   

 Other jurisdictions that have implemented co-optimization have done so on a premise of 
positively priced offers. 

 The analysis concludes that in years that exhibit relatively lower system marginal prices, benefits 
from co-optimization ranged from 1% to 2% of total EAS revenue, under the assumptions stated 
in the paper. The benefits from co-optimization can increase with changes to ancillary services 
offer structure to cost based offers.  

 Priced imports, exports and loads with capacity commitments are no different than generation 
assets currently in the merit order. 

10.9.1(f) Day-ahead market (DAM) 

The value of a DAM is heightened if concerns about market power are not mitigated or if moving to a 
SCUC model is required to manage reliability risk. As a separate design element, the DAM effectively 
acts as a financial trading model, which most pool participants currently address independently 
outside of the market.  

In other jurisdictions, particularly those with larger markets, the DAM has been implemented as part 
of a larger market which includes SCUC, SCED, and co-optimization, and in order to establish net 
settlement positions as part of market power mitigation. Given that the concept of DAM has 
previously been raised by industry two times before and rejected each time, the AESO evaluated 
each element of a full DAM separately and has developed conclusions based on its modelling efforts. 
The AESO’s modelling analysis indicated that a DAM is not required at this time, given the following 
conclusions: 
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1. The centralized unit commitment model (SCUC) does not show increased in production 
efficiency and as it would result in shifting the risk from a generator to the AESO (and 
charged to loads), this signal was viewed to be counter-intuitive to pricing and valuing 
flexibility in the market to handle additional future system variability. 

2. Market power mitigation is being addressed through an ex ante market power screen and an 
asset-specific reference price in addition to the continuation of ex post monitoring. These 
requirements create the incentive for forward trading. Accordingly, the creation of an 
imbalance market (net settlement) is not required. 

3. Given the current indexed model for ancillary services, partial optimization is occurring. 
Modelling for co-optimization of EAS is showing small incremental value in converting to a co-
optimized model, likely of less value than the system changes required. However, this 
element would be considered along with any further evaluation of SCED. 

4. SCED is an alternative to addressing current and future variability, but the majority of the 
elements of SCED are already part of Alberta’s market structure, such as pricing 
methodology, dispatch tools, and separate ancillary services products. 


